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Australia’s 2nd largest catchment
Drains 1,060,000km2
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95% of rainfall in 
2% of catchment








Many other smaller species
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Migrate only freshwater
Three modes of upstream movement in MDB
Large Fish Small fishImmature / juv
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So what do we do with all these old 
fishways?




Euston Weir (Lock 
15), Murray River
Retrofitted with 










Trapped the top and bottom of  the fishway for over 40 days between 
Sept 2004 and Nov 2005
Performed 24 hr trap sets
6mm mesh on traps











































































































































No passage for small-bodied species
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able to ascend 
but none smaller 
than 120mm
Golden perch 
reached the top, 
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Top/bottom Results summary
Passage good for individuals >200mm
Passage limited for individuals <200mm
No passage for small-bodied species
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D/B Ratio work
Assessed fishway under 3 different D/B ratios
D/B 0.5 = Depth 15cm
D/B 1.0 = Depth 30cm
D/B 2.0 = Depth 60cm























































No passage of carp gudgeon or 
hardyhead under any configuration























Limited passage at d/b = 2.0
Limited passage at d/b = 0.5 (maybe a 



































Good passage at d/b = 1.0
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D/B Ratio Summary
D/B = 1 ok for medium-sized fish greater than 80mm and also 
smelt > 35mm 
D/B = 0.5 increased passage of  smelt but not medium-large fish 
(depth/attraction issues?). Carp gudgeons or hardyhead still could 
not ascend
D/B = 2 ok for fish 120mm and greater
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Lock 8 Weir and VS fishway
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The Denil design was good for bigger fish but does not enable the goal of fish 
community passage.
Denil fishways are really limited to temporary application at sites for high 
tailwater 
or 
During construction of a permanent fishway where d/b is satisfied
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